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Operations Planner with 7 years of experience in Managing future flight schedules 
and aircraft assignments while coordinating with maintenance for service checks, 
and also Assuring company flight paperwork is complete and stored according to 
FAA requirements.

APRIL 1997 – DECEMBER 2000
OPERATIONS PLANNER - ABC CORPORATION

 Conducted aircraft security check on all aircraft prior to departure, service 
aircraft with GPU and APU.

 Responsible for regional jet aircraft weight &amp; balance based on passengers,
baggage &amp; fuel load using EWBS.

 Communicated by radio with pilots &amp; ground crew regarding, cancellations 
and emergency situations on aircraft.

 Passenger Service Agent Promoted &amp; sold air travel with American Airlines 
&amp; American Eagle using the SABRE system.

 Prepared itineraries, compute fares, issue tickets, change seat assignments, 
enplane, and deplane passengers.

 Responded to customers and committed to product availability dates.
 Ran and reviewed reports to ensure scanning compliance and to improve 

misload frequency.

1995 – 1997
OPERATIONS PLANNER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Responsible for the scheduling of work flow and staffing amongst various pieces
of paper converting machinery.

 Customer service work with large database of customers and suppliers to 
ensure customers receive quality products on time and to their specifications.

 Management responsibilities when plant manager is unavailable and cross 
trained in other customer service positions, purchasing, order entry, .

 Special Training/Certifications American Standard for Quality - Certified Quality 
Improvement Associate; 2016 DNV Practical Loss Control Leadership .

 Performed operational, analytical and evaluative work; integrating weekly, 
monthly and yearly projections of maritime asset allocations with input .

 Synchronized the employment of USCG Major Cutter Fleet, USN surface assets, 
USCG Helicopter Interdiction Squadron, USCG Law Enforcement Detachments .

 Monitored material condition of maritime assets, coordinated emergent, critical 
and routine repairs/parts with logisticians while maintaining maximum .
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EDUCATION

BA

SKILLS

Word, Communication Skills, Computing Skills.
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